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Toronto based punk rock 
group Die Mannequin is 
a young band of three 
that’s already enjoyed lots 
of success and attention.  
With the pending release 
of their first ‘real’ full length 
studio album, Fino + 
Bleed, there’s no sign of 
stopping either.  Lead by 

now 22 year old front woman Care Failure (Caroline Kawa), 
she was 16 when first revving up her career in the music 
industry and awarded her own sub-label, How To Kill – a 
division of Warner Music.

The band started as The Bloody Mannequins releasing 
their first EP, sharing its title with the record label.  Despite 
the genre difference, tracks were produced by Canadian 
electronic duo Jesse F. Keeler and AI-P, better known as 
MSTRKRFT.  Failure briefly slipped away, joining Canadian 
supergroup The Big Dirty Band, featuring Rush’s Geddy 
Lee (bass), Alex Lifeson (guitar), Ian Thornley and Three 
Days Grace’s Adam Gontier (vocals/guitar).  For Failure, 
the audition led to surprise, “it was a quick experience but 
a lasting one.  I thought I’d get backups and got the whole 
song – I’m still like a pup but with them even more so.  
Maybe Alex just liked my voice, he’s a sweetie.”

That ‘whole song’ Failure snagged was a cover of Sonny 
Curtis and The Crickets’ I Fought The Law which was 
included on the soundtrack for The Trailer Park Boys: 
The Movie with a full video.  The video featured fellow 
Die Mannequin Anthony “Useless” Bleed though he didn’t 
contribute to the track.  Bleed who’s been with Failure for 
six years nicknamed her Fino, which is where the title of 
the new album comes from.  The third Mannequin rounding 
out the group is drummer, Ghostwolf.

For their second EP, Slaughter Daughter, Die Mannequins 
turned to Billy Talent’s Ian D’Sa to produce two tracks as 
well as international producer/dj Junior Sanchez.  “The 
producers we chose, we just got on the phone and asked 
‘em,” Failure says.  “There’s nothing bad to say about any 
of them,” adding the dance backgrounds of some enhance 
her process.  “I like to shake it!  I like to write heavy dance 
music, if you can dance around in your underwear, it works 
for me.”

Failure’s satisfied with not having rushed straight into a 
studio album, “EP’s are awesome, you get together as a 
band and become bulletproof.”

Aside from great producers, Die Mannequin was also 
invited to travel alongside Guns ‘n Roses for their Canadian 
tour, “it was like Guns ‘n who?” Failure said referencing 
the call.  Shortly after, at performance of their own, Failure, 
who brings audience folk up on stage for any given song 
per show did so only to be informed afterwards that her 
guest was from iTunes.  Another golden moment turned 
opportunity which saw Autumn Cannibalist become the free 
single of the week.

The lead single from Fino + Bleed is Bad Medicine, which 
Failure had a say in.  “Getting creative control is useless 
if the label has veto, they wanted something else and I 
wasn’t feelin’ it.  I’m lucky I had a say; we just have to 
agree in the end.”  Other highlights of the new album 
include Dead Honey and Start It Up. Written in just a month 
(due to the theft of Failure’s laptop), the album is also 

available in a deluxe edition paired with the documentary 
called Rawside, directed by Bruce McDonald.  Failure 
joked, “It’s crazy, we must be the first band to have a DVD 
history [in an early album], we just laugh about it.”

Failure, who writes what she knows and counts The Pixies 
and Queens of the Stone Age amongst her inspirations, 
shared her writing process. “Creativity’s so strange and 
different for everyone; it’s a muscle too.  I write something 
every single day, some are shit.  Remind yourself it has to 
be fun.”

Fino + Bleed is an unquestionably fun punk rock album 
which hits stores September 8. 

CD RElEASE Die Mannequin
BEComiNg BUllETPRoof. 
By Joshua Jamieson 
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Modest Mouse is one of those bands that could pump out 
music for the next 20 years and still have fans begging 
for more.  Their sound ranges from Pixies-inspired indie 
rock to spacey new wave, while their lyrics can be tongue 
in cheek, filled with spite, or insightful and nostalgic, 
depending on lead singer Issac Brock’s mood. 
 
No One’s First and You’re Next is a collection of B-sides 
that fill in the gaps between 2004’s Good News for People 
Who Love Bad News and 2007’s We Were Dead Before 
the Ship Even Sank, highlighting the rock, indie, and new 
wave flavours that made Modest Mouse a household 
name, adding an extra helping of the odd-ball, horn-and-
banjo driven tracks that give them their unique sound.
 
Songs like ‘Satellite Skin’ and ‘History Sticks to Your Feet’ 
could’ve easily made it on to either of their previous two 
albums; however, it’s guitarist Johnny Marr’s influence on 
the song-writing of We Were Dead that proves to be the 
decisive factor in figuring out exactly where the rest of the 
songs belong on Modest Mouse’s chronology. 

 ‘Autumn Beds’ is a soft, guitar and banjo tune that inspires 
a desire to want to lay back in a field of tall grass, watching 
the stars as Brock repeats in a very sing-a-long tone, “We 
won’t be sleepin’ in our autumn beds.”  Similarly, the indie-
pop feeling of the verse in ‘I’ve Got it All (Most)’ shows the 
band’s song-writing versatility, especially when compared 
to stranger, possibly drug-induced songs, like ‘Perpetual 
Motion Machine’, which sounds like the Vaudevillian 
soundtrack for a mime doing an exaggerated, heavy-footed 
walk as he drunkenly stumbles across the stage.  Despite 
their far-ranging difference in sound, these three songs all 
point to the Good News era. 

 ‘Guilty Cocker Spaniels’ is another song that ties both 
albums together, although more at home on We Were 
Dead.  ‘The Whale Song’ also fits the mould, although the 
argument could be made that the floating in space feeling 
in the first half of the song is better suited for 2000’s The 
Moon & Antarctica.  With this new 8-song EP, Modest Mouse proves the 

material that didn’t make the cut for their last two records is 
still better than most bands’ A-material.

Now here’s a touchy subject! More people are dedicating 
themselves to the running culture in a deeper way than 
some of those who are dedicated to their religion! So let’s 
look at the positive and negative arguments for this fitness 
method.

great for the cardiovascular system: Endurance 
training increases the workload on your heart; thereby 
causing it to adapt and become stronger (this doesn’t 
necessarily apply to those with cardiovascular disease).

good for stress relief:
When people go for extended runs of moderate to high 
intensity they experience a hormonal release of endorphins 
which are small, protein molecules that are produced by 
cells in your nervous system. When these endorphins 
are released, people refer to it as a “runner’s high” and 
experience an almost euphoric state which helps relax the 
body.  

Becoming a better runner: 
Don’t forget that running is a sport and in order to get better 
results at the Telly 10, you need to run!

Upper Respiratory Tract infections (URTi’s): If you 
know any committed runners (greater then 70 Km per 
week) you’ll notice they almost always have some form of 
head/chest flu. Because they push their bodies so hard 
for extended periods of time they have very low immune 
systems and are susceptible to infections.

A false sense of security: 
Runners are famous for saying “if I can run for 2 hours 
straight, I’m fit enough to avoid strength training!” 
Completely false. Lean muscle is vital to obtaining a 
healthy body. It would be like putting a Ferrari engine in a 
Honda Civic! 

Not as good at losing fat as people may think: 
Once you start running excessively (16 Km or more, 4-5 
times per week) you start to put stress on the body that will 
lead to the storage of cortisol in the abdomen area which 
will in turn result in the storage of fat in that area and loss 
of muscle. The issue is not really with the distance, it is 
more with the lack of rest and recovery time.
    
Terrible on your joints and your back: 
When running, every time your heel hits the pavement your 
body and spine is absorbing about 10 times your body 
weight in force! 
 
So is running good or bad? As with most things, the answer 
lies somewhere in the middle. Running for about 30-45 
minutes is good for the cardiovascular system and when 
done 3-4 time per week can be apart of a very healthy 
lifestyle. However, past 45-60 minutes, the risks of injury 
outweigh the benefits for the average person looking for a 
healthy lifestyle.

SoUNDS MoDest Mouse – no one’s First anD You’re next (epic, 2009)
CollECTioN of B-SiDES gETS AN A
By Jonny hodder 

WEllNESS to run or not to run? 
ThAT iS ThE QUESTioN
By Peter BarBour 
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DATiNg Who’s the BaD one?
By ThE lovE DivA
aKa tara Lehman

A woman being attracted to the bad boy type is old news.  
Bad boys exude untamed masculinity, independence and 
confidence, all of which are aphrodisiacs for women.  As 
exciting as this bad boy adrenaline rush can be, it tends 
to make women blind to him maybe being inattentive, too 
focused on sex, or not being nice at all and treating her as 
being replaceable. Let’s also acknowledge there are bad 
women types lurking around too.

A major difference between the bad boy and the nice boy is 
that the nice ones don’t play games.  Nice boys will be mature 
and treat the relationship how it deserves to be treated.  In 
other words, they’ll shit or get off the pot rather than drag 
things out to bask in their own attention seeking ways.

So, who’s the truly bad one?  The bad boy (or woman) or the 
person allowing themselves to be in an unfulfilling relationship?  
It’s simple.  If you have a healthy self esteem, you will gravitate 
towards the sensitive, kind type you deserve and if you have a 
lower self esteem you’ll settle for the bad ones over and again, 
thinking you deserve no better.  Then there are people who 
simply enjoy the chase.  Those of you with low self esteem 
won’t like the answer to the posed question; you’re the bad 
one.  The good news is that it’s fixable, and the first step is 
to remind yourself there’s someone out there who whenever 
they think of you and look at you, will know you are absolutely 
irreplaceable!  For the men reading, take note: bad boys may 
be known as jerks, however they have a few traits you can 
learn, while still keeping the nice boy image in check: 

make yourself scarce:  If you’re too easy for a woman to 
find, she may get bored.  
Show independence:  Never change who you are in 
hopes of getting a woman into bed.
Dial up confidence:  Yet don’t assume every woman 
wants you. 
Be mysterious:  Don’t reveal all your cards too soon.
 
Tara runs D8 Night, a dating service offering Singles 
Adventures, speed dating, blind dates and more.  She can 
be emailed at tara@eventivenewfoundland.ca

The other day I had 
breakfast with a colleague, 
a new acquaintance who 
wanted to learn the secrets 
of my professional success 
as a small business owner. 
Before taking her first sip 
of coffee, she asked, “so, 
what are your goals?”

“Hmm, I’d like to get a bunch of family photographs 
enlarged and framed for my front hall. And maybe next 
summer take my kids on the train through the magnificent 
Rockies. Oh, and become fluently bilingual by 2010.”

She laughed, but I was serious. I have no goals for my 
business. They have proven themselves utterly irrelevant. 
And what a blessing that is.
 
Goals, to my mind, are a burden. They are my self-imposed 
demands on a future upon which I have no control.  For 
athletes, goals make perfect sense. For many corporations, 
goals make sense. But for a small business, goals can 
interfere with the limitless possibilities waiting in the wings. 
What kind of control do you have over your income, or your 
clients? History says you have none. 
You can get yourself into a twisty knot because you think 
you need to control something impossible to control.

If you don’t drive yourself to achieve goals, what drives 
you, what becomes your direction? When first opening your 

business, you might have no reliable source of income. 
Should you just sit in your living room eating popcorn and 
drinking Jackson-Triggs Cabernet Sauvignon? Shouldn’t 
you have a plan? Plan-less people, we’re taught, are 
irresponsible.

And yet, once you set goals, you’re drafting a route, 
making a choice that eliminates others. You’re choosing 
to take control of your business instead of letting it evolve 
organically, at its own pace, at your own pace, at the pace 
of your customers. You might achieve your goals, but at the 
expense of everything else. 

My goals for business are irrelevant because my business 
moves as my clients move. I provide services to suit 
their needs, and derive a great deal of satisfaction out of 
enhancing their success. And guess what, it works.

Laurie Soper is the author of Red Wine and Popcorn: 
Doing Business like a Bohemian, for more information 
check out www.lauriesoper.com.

SoUNDS DiD You saY “Business goals”?
By Laurie soPer 

24 Hour Art Marathon Festival
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august 14 to 23 2009

100+ artists 24 Hour Art Marathon 1984 
dance party  performances by Alexis O’Hara 
and Elke Suhr daily community BBQs 24 + 
1 shiny performances of local music and 
performance art ESCAPE video screening 
Fancy Artist Talks Open DJ and Graffiti jam  
Art School 101 Soirée Satellite Francophone 
Local author readings all ages workshops  
and a miniature movie theatre!  

FEATURING!! 

http://www.24hourartmarathon.wordpress.com

celebrate the 10th anniversary of the
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The outfit
Matt’s bold outfit is 
comprised of pieces 
he’d normally wear 
individually, but in 
honour of the upcoming 
Naughty Neon Party 
he’s put together an 
outfit that’s more “over 
the top” than usual. 
Party organizers indicate 
an “overwhelming 
response” to previous 
neon parties and are 
excited for the next 
instalment. There 
will be lots of electro, 
ghettotech music and 
fluorescent shades to 
the excess. 

Matt’s white v-neck T is a personal creation, which he 
spray-painted using a stencil. Paired with Element jeans 
and vibrant Reebok reverse jams sneakers from Korea. 
Accessories are an important part of incorporating neon, or 
any bold colour. 

Thrift stores or Lost and Founds can be rich sources for 
funky, unexpected items like a day-glo yellow souvenir hat 

from Barbados or “neon Jesus beads” that Matt uses to 
punch up his outfit. “The more random and original items, 
the more props you’ll get.” The finishing touch is a pair 
of inexpensive, plastic sunglasses with the added plus of 
having lenses that are easily popped out so Matt’s able to 
see in dim light without giving up the shades.

The Style
“In itself, neon is a style. In a lot of ways it’s where fashion 
is going. The underground scene dictates the mainstream.” 
Matt admits that while he’s into neon he isn’t as hardcore 
as others who are more dedicated to the scene. “Morgaine 
Parnham, Justine Poutine and the rest of the neon girls pull 
out all the stops.” As a B-boy, Matt’s style often features 
“influences from elements of hip-hop culture” and is rarely 
caught shopping in the mall. “I don’t want to walk into the 
room looking like everybody else; if so, I failed”. Value 
Village, online and Model Citizens are where Matt goes to 
find original items.  

Style Advice
Matt laughs about his advice and says “spandex; if it’s tight 
it’s right.” Also suggesting that “if you’re conservative at all, 
just rock one outlandish thing. Be as wild and as bangin’ 
as you can possibly be.” Any occasion to dress up is a 
chance to be creative, expressive and just have fun with 
clothes and the Naughty Neon Party on August 22 at the 
Rockhouse is the perfect opportunity.

ART

my STylE MattheW F. J. poWer
RoCkiN’ NEoN
By stePhanie aBBott
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When looking at a artwork 
it’s enjoyable to let 
imagination stir, conjuring 
up an image or series 
of images about what 
intent or inspiration is in 
the piece. A story, if you 
will. Mike Gough’s recent 
exhibit, Please Write at the 
Christina Parker Gallery 
takes this to another level.

Bits and pieces of letters appear throughout mixed medium 
works. Not considering himself a writer or poet, he says 
words give the story behind any piece more depth, even 
though they may not be legible, “I love the juxtaposition of 
imagery and text.”

His mixed media works show reoccurring images of birds, 
trees, rod iron gates and fences, and writing.
Gough works with acrylic paints, combining them with 
pastels, chalk, conte, collage, ink screenprint and other 
techniques. Though he sometimes does one medium 
pieces, for the most part Gough likes to mix it up, “if I start 
something and it doesn’t feel right or feels like it’s missing 
something, I’ll add something else.”

Gough says he’s been drawn to mixed media since the 
beginning of his career, “often it’s one object or media that 
will inspire me to start a canvass; it could be a paint colour, 
a photograph, letter, or a screenprint image.” He explained 

there are no rules about which medium to start with. It 
could be paint, or a drawing medium such as chalk, pastel 
or conte (similar to charcoal, conte is often found in black, 
white or sepia but available in colours). The only exception: 
collage.  “I always find it easier, if there’s any sort of 
collage, to do that first, because it blends better.”

(Cont’d on page 14)

please Write 
mikE goUgh
By Charissa reeves
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REviEW WonDerBolt WonDerlanD
   
By Joshua Jamieson
Boasting a cast of 14, 
the latest production from 
this province’s World 
class Wonderbolt Circus 
is called Tricksters.  The 
show, unveiled for a sneak 
peak in St. John’s, is 
without disappointment.  
Those that grew up familiar 
with early Wonderbolt 
days have a golden 
opportunity to feel the 
magic in its purest form 
again and with any luck the 

show will eventually (and hopefully) be available on DVD.  
Ringmaster Beni Malone performs in his classic, beloved 
way; signature funny clown hips, on stilts and playing with 
fire – his cherished charming smile, popping out for a well 
timed laugh.

Malone is joined in Tricksters by nephew Dash Malone 
who takes on an anime-style Zoolander appearance, living 
up to his name, zipping and flipping around the theatre.  
Also from the family clan is Anahareo White-Malone who 
returns home from Germany, where she’s very obviously 
blossomed from training and is a rising international 
aerialist sensation.  White-Malone takes on a number of 
characters in the show including an uptight foreign woman 
milling about the audience before the show struggling to 
find her seat harassing ushers played by Lauren and Jeff 
Smyth.  

That character reappears throughout the show with 
Champaign.  For the second act, in a pencil skirt and high 
heals she proceeds to perform acrobatics in a hanging hula 
hoop dangling over the stage with white round Chinese 
paper lanterns floating around her.

Prior to that standout solo, White-Malone snuck down on 
white silk ribbons attached to a stage fly wearing a white 
mask.  She was followed down by Josh Oliver in the same 
piece, whose aerial strength was revealed off the top of 
the show when he’d been lowered from a hatch in the 
ceiling on black canvas straps right over the audience. Both 
performances were beautifully executed, visually stunning 
and easily trigged tears for some in combination with the 
soundscape.

The sounds by George Morgan and Bill Brennan were 
nothing short of outstanding.  Speaking with producers at 
the intermission revealed Morgan made certain percussion 
elements, such as a wall of more then 7 gongs.  A brilliant 
play fight shared by Oliver and David Mercer graciously 
shared the spotlight with the Wonderbolt band with class 
when the four used plastic piping to tap familiar tunes out 
on their thighs.

Mercer was joined by fellow Gentleman Juggler James 
Burke as the main through-line characters with Beni 
Malone.  Both attempted to lure Mercer to step away from 
being fixated by the formulas of a rubrics cube in lieu of 
their world of make-believe.   The second scene featured 
a touching but comedic shared campfire complete with 
roasting marshmallows between Beni and the Gentleman 
Jugglers.  All three strategically used vocal exclamations 
during times of surprise, when Oliver snuck down from a 
fly and grabbed Mercer by a harness made to look like the 
back of his shirt for example.

A number of times a big dog popped out on stage to alarm 
Mercer, Burke and Malone as an especially great way to 
draw the younger audience in.  Also vaguely familiar to the 
youth was a character that resembled the ever-popular 
Mary Poppins played by Kat Finck.  She impressively 
lowered on stage holding an umbrella by a wrist strap that 
was also attached to a stage fly.  Finck later reappeared 
opening the second act with an impressive costume 
change and diabolo performance.  The second act also 
heats up with an amazing two hoop performance by Allison 
Collins (Ali Hoops) with Smyth ushers dutifully standing by 
the fire exits of the Reid.

A clear audience favourite was the vignette including world 
champion Aboriginal hoop dancer Terrance Littletent who’s 
joined by Jayson Littletent for vocals and percussion.  This 
is a particularly relevant feature as the show moves from 
St. John’s to the 5th Annual Kamataukatshiuht Circus 
Festival.  After running from August 19-23rd at the Reid 
Theatre (matinees Aug 19/20 at 2:00pm), Wonderbolt will 

take Tricksters to Natuashush and Sheshatshiu before 
doing a cross-island tour of Arts and Culture Centres in 
February 2010 after becoming a part of the Vancouver 
2010 Cultural Olympics.

For more information about Wonderbolt go to www.
wonderbolt.ca.  

Tickets for Tricksters at the Reid Theatre are available at 
the Holy Heart Boxoffice or by calling 579-4424.
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Carmen Lamanna the 
notorious and renowned 
Toronto art dealer that 
gave David Bolduc his 
first solo exhibition 42 
years ago. Since the 
year of the “Summer of 
Love” the Bolduc has 
had over 60 solo shows 
throughout Canada, 
the United States and 
Europe, in commercial and 
public venues and he’s 
participated in countless 
group exhibitions. 

Lauded all those years ago as a wunderkind and acclaimed 
for his craftmanship the artist continues to expand his 
own visual language through constant re-invention and 
experimentation. Whether it’s rich thick creamy colour 
dragged across the hard surface, or thin washes of 
translucent layers soaked into the canvas. Whether it’s 
formal linear rectangles in the centre of the large fields 
of luscious paint or black and white watercolours of still 
life, Bolduc’s painting practice is informed by an ongoing 
attempt to evoke an imaginative mood.

He seeks to communicate through the evocation of 
a possibility rather than the direct reproduction of a 
representational image. His art is full of grace notes that 

defy precise notation and invite freedom of interpretation. 
The visual intensity of his paintings allows them to become 
ageless, providing constant delight through a slow 
revealing of themselves to the viewer. 

His most recent body of work, shown here, consist of 
generally smaller paintings on panels dense with lush, 
vibrant impasto colour created in the normally gray 
overcast Southern Shore community just this side of 
Trepassey where he’s maintained a studio and made his 
home for eight summers.

During winter months, Bolduc has spent a great deal of 
time traveling extensively through India, China, Africa and 
Europe. He regularly paints watercolours during his travels, 
some of which have been used to illustrate the books friend 
Michael Ondaatjee. He also collects paper ephemera which 
has served as a base for his delightful collage and mixed 
media work. His travels have also sparked a fascination 
with Eastern art, textiles and objects which clearly inform 
his oeuvre. 

Bolduc’s latest solo show displays new paintings that are 
celebrations of riotous colour recalling the experience of 
his travels last winter with his partner Blaise DeLong to the 
verdant jungle gardens of Costa Rica. His visual memories 
are infused with his delicate and astute sense of lyrical 
abstraction honed by decades of the daily practice of 
painting.

The new paintings are as much of delight as the man 
himself. Erudite and informed, opinionated and generous, 
anecdotal and much given to pleasure.  

David Bolduc will be present for the opening of the 
exhibition of his new body of work on Saturday August 
28th, 2-4 pm at James Baird>Pouch Cove, 654 Main Road, 
Pouch Cove, NL. For further information call 743-3654.

capturing the iMagination oF generations, one vieWer at a tiMe
ThE REmARkABlE CAREER of ThE CANADiAN viSUAl ARTiST DAviD BolDUC 
By anthony Perry
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CovER cotton cluB gets a FaceliFt
   
By FranK CooPer

Do you remember your first time? Chances are, like 
most, you were fairly young. It’s the human condition, 
not to mention desire, to want to look, learn and explore.  
Once the hormones started gearing up, you just couldn’t 
wait. You hear about the birds and the bees for years, 
usually before cautious, nervous protective parents feel 
comfortable enough to tackle the subject. If there was an 
older brother in the mix, it didn’t help when he’d probably 
boastfully allude to his ‘fun’ over Sunday dinner only to get 
a cuff across the back of the head from dear old mom.

From coming of age and being somewhat innocently in 
the dark to hitting university, almost anything becomes a 
reason to celebrate and there would inevitably be parties 
and camping trips with closest friends.  If it’s a weekend 
with just the boys, over beers in the shed, the game of 
one-upmanship ensues and the stories as to who’d had 
the better time start to slip out, leaving just enough to the 

imagination.  Chances are good that the topic of everyone’s 
‘first time at the Cotton Club’ will come up and it’s safe to 
say everyone’s experience is completely different, but no 
less memorable.

Most people’s first time is either for a reason, like ‘it 
was someone’s birthday,’ or they were just curious and 
bolstered themselves up with booze to find the strength to 
stroll in to what many find to be a daunting place.  With new 
management having recently taken over, strides are being 
made to ensure the latter impression doesn’t become the 
case. 
 
The Cotton Club has recently gotten a complete cosmetic 
facelift and now presents itself as a cool and chic 
entertainment club. Having been a downtown fixture for 
almost 20 years, making a pilgrimage there has been a 
rite of passage for many, male and female alike. The new 
look featuring enhanced ambient lighting, and accented 
by exposed stone walls has definitely seen an upswing 
in popularity. It seems the Cotton Club has managed to 
morph itself from its past as a married man’s dirty little 
secret into an on-the-list option for couples and club-kids 
alike. 
 
With the overhauled new look and new management, 
the events line up is also getting kicked up a notch.  This 
year the club has been pulling out all the stops offering up 
one insane night of fun and fantasy after another.  One of 
the week’s most popular highlights is the Dynamic Duo 
Tuesdays.  A whole host of gorgeous girls steaming up the 

stage, doubling pleasure and fun for patrons with duo stage 
and shower shows. Two wet, too wild, indeed.
 
Having almost fully rounded out two decades in the 
business, the Cotton Club is excitedly looking forward 
towards its long future with all kinds of anticipation.  With 
an already extremely successful year to date, the cblu 
is set to welcome an awesome roster of world-class 
entertainment talent still scheduled to pass through before 
the end of ’09.  From the prospective of the clientele, the 
regulars keep returning but pleasantly new folks keep 
turning up to discover the all new Cotton Club. 

Even the dancers themselves agree and can’t wait to hit 
the new stage whenever the opportunity presents itself. 
Cotton Candy, a performer with the club adds that there’s 
a particularly great working environment that’s safe and 
the new atmosphere as big bonuses. Whether it’s your first 
time, or your hundredth, the Cotton Club is a simply a great 
place to party. And there’s never been a better moment to 
pop by to be reminded why. 

Everyone’s has regrets and if only we could go back and 
erase actions, or make what once went wrong, go right (to 
quote Quantum Leap’s introduction). For now, time travel 
remains impossible and that’s part of its charm. Though 
inaccessible, the mere idea of time travel has always 
been fascinating. Thus, it’s been explored throughout 
literary history in a variety of ways: uncontrolled travel, 
exploring the past as someone else, yourself or someone 
you already know, future visions of utopias and dystopias. 
Here’s a few that have to be checked out. 
 

The Bouncing Traveler: 
The Time Traveler’s Wife  
by Audrey Niffenegger
This book turned movie is an 
obvious mention but well deserved. 
A love story between Henry who 
met Clare when he was 28 and she 
was 20, however Clare’s known 
him since she was six years old. 
Henry has a genetic disorder forcing 
him to travel time, without control. After falling in love with 
Clare, they face the typical perils of a relationship strained 
by Henry’s uncontrollable and unpredictable moments of 
absence. Clare and Henry share a timeless, classic love 
story with a small sci-fi twist. One thing remains true: love 
that withstands time is powerful. 

The future Traveler:
The Time Machine by H.G. Wells 
Being one of the greatest literary 
works of it’s time, Wells needs a 
nod. The classic, one and only, time 
travel staple - The Time Machine is 
the adventure of a time traveler who 
ends up in the future. He discovers 
a world that’s split into two species - 
vegetarians and carnivores. After escaping said carnivores 
the traveler re-enters his machine to find himself in a later 
time, where the world is turning cold. The mere sight of 
what’s to come, sends him packing home for reassurance 
before using the machine for one final journey. Beyond his 
time in 1895, Wells wrote of the Earth’s destruction in an 
adventurous, romantic and bizarre manner. If you’re down 
with time travel, you’re down with Wells. 

The Past Traveler:
Kindred by Octavia Butler
A powerful novel exploring social 
issues with an interesting plot and a 
suburb sci-fi twist.  It’s 1976 and Dana 
faints in her house, when she awakes 
it is 1815 and she’s on the edge of a 
river watching a boy drown, saving 
him immediately without thought. 
Then she has a gun held against her head. Suddenly she 
returns home. Dana soon discovers that she’d saved a 
slaveholder’s son and she is black. The boy she saved is 

related to her future self. What’s most interesting is people 
see Dana disappear and there’s no explanation, except a 
relevant relationship between her and the past she leaps 
within; an intertwining, well-written novel that discusses 
racial issues, but keeps focused on time travel.

The Realistic Traveler:
The Man Who Folded Himself 
by David Gerrold. 
The novel that greatly influenced Back 
to the Future, Gerrold takes a hard 
look at time travel, the significance, 
the butterfly effect and the grandfather 
paradox. Daniel Eakins inherits a 
time machine and considers the 
possibilities: changing history for good, preventing horrible 
moments from happening, winning the lottery and making 
the world a better place. But, with great responsibility 
comes great consequence. Disaster ensues, and Eakins’ 
adventure leads to a realization: he doesn’t hold as much 
power as he’d thought. A mind bending look at what it 
would really mean to travel time. 

It’s everyone’s fantasy to relive greatest memory, watch 
the future unfold, not date that guy - so turn to sci-fi to 
fulfill a guilty pleasure and travel in time through a variety 
of means. Or you could just do the Zack Morris, turning to 
your audience and say “time-out,” just to see if it actually 
works. Did it?

WoRD UP Messing With the space tiMe continuuM:  
EvERyoNE’S fANTASy AND yoU kNoW iT. 
By Gina GiLL
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After discussing the 
question of where sex starts 
last issue and, that even 
before you get physical, 
you need to buildup 
anticipation and desire, 
which registers in the brain, 
hence the adage that your 
brain is your most powerful 
sex organ. (Which is why 
stimulating your partner’s 
brain is as important as the 

other bits.) So, here’s how to stimulate each other without 
even taking clothes off.

Stimulate each other’s ego.
Everyone loves an ego stroke. It makes people feel sexy, 
alive and at the top of the game. Sometimes, this gets 
forgotten. Amidst the day-to-day grind don’t forget your 
partner needs attention, admiration and some regular ego 
stroking. “She knows I think she’s amazing,” guys say. Yes, 
but telling her regularly will get you laid more regularly, 
promise. Remember how much fun flirting in the beginning? 
When you were working for it. It’s just as much fun when 
you’ve been together for a while. More so because you know 
the person’s going home with you at the end of the night.

• During conversation, touch your partner’s elbow or rest 
your hand on their knee.

• Play footsies under the table.
• At parties, flash each other smiles across the room.

• Next time you’re out for a drink together, banter like you’ve 
just met. 

Stimulate each other’s sense of humour.
A survey by Pfizer (makers of Viagra) said 92% of Canadians 
rated laughter as one of the best aphrodisiacs and 96% 
said it’s an important element in keeping sex and romance 
alive. While it can be agreed, laughter does wonders for a 
relationship, 66% of Canadians said they need to put more 
effort into making their partner laugh more often, with one in 
four saying they only find something to laugh about two to 
three times a week. 

• Go to the park and push each other on the swings. Play on 
the monkey bars, slide down the slide.

• Have a pillow or a tickle fight. 
• Have a staring contest and see who cracks up first.

Stimulate each other’s intellect. 
In the early days, you talked into the wee hours dissecting the 
meaning of life, love, the past and future, whether Paris Hilton 
is a sign of declining civilization or a subversive feminist icon. 
Now you have the same conversations nightly over dinner – 
how was your day, what time do the kids have to be picked 
up from soccer, is it time to flip the mattress? 

There’s certainly comfort in the familiar, sharing mundane 
details of day-to-day life can be reassuring, even sweet. It 
can also be incredibly romantic to be comfortable enough to 
enjoy content silences together. But stimulating conversation 

keeps excitement up for one another. Just as your sex life 
needs to be occasionally jolted, conversations might need 
some kick starting.

• Start your own two-person book club or go to an art gallery 
or museum together.

• Keep a jar for conversation topics and whenever you think 
of something, write it down and toss it in. After dinner, pour 
a couple brandies and pick a topic.

• Come up with something you both want to learn more 
about. Do individual research and plan a romantic dinner 
date to discuss each other’s findings. 

Stimulate each other’s imagination
A simple, “mm…” before a “thinking of you” text in the middle 
of the workday suddenly makes it suggestive, sparking your 
partner’s sexual imagination. If you’re feeling extra creative, 
pen an erotic story or simply recount a memorable one in a 
discreet voicemail (be sure to follow up by text letting them 
know to listen to their messages privately). Obviously, be 
aware of privacy issues. If texting a racy picture or steamy 
email or video clip, make sure it’s not ending up in the wrong 
hands, turning you into the latest viral message sensation. 

• Send your partner a daily email, including one thing you 
find sexy about them.

• Leave a post-it note on the mirror before leaving for work 
telling them to text you something they’d like you to do for 
them tonight.

• Mail your partner an old-fashioned hand-written love letter, 
complete with fancy stationary and envelope.

Brain stiMulation 
gET EACh oThER lAUghiNg WiTh A gooD, olD-fAShioNED PilloW fighT. 
By Josey voGeLs

my mESSy
BEDRoom 

WiNE is a coMpanion to FooD
 
By JenniFer murray
From the earliest records, 
wine was always meant to 
be consumed with food. 
In the days where the 
quality of drinking water 
was questionable, wine 
was the beverage of choice 
as it was safe to consume 
without having to contend 
with possibly serious 
illnesses. 

Looking at some traditional wine growing regions it 
becomes even clearer that there’s somewhat of a symbiosis 
between wine and food. It’s always a safe bet to drink 
wine from a certain country with the dishes of the region. 
A Burgundy with Boeuf Bourguignon, lamb with a red 
Bordeaux, tomato based pasta’s with a Sangiovese or 
seafood with Albarino are all good and safe pairings. In 
doubt? Research where a dish is from then pair it with 
a wine from the same region. It’s not surprising those 
countries producing the finest cuisines - France, Italy and 
Spain - are also sources for the World’s finest wines. 

Outside Europe, where the practice of pairing wine 
with food of the region isn’t traditional, winemaking was 
sometimes a sterile experience and – particularly in the 
early 1970’s - yielded odd creations; in California the 
Zinfandels and Cabernets, and in Australia the Shiraz 
based wines, became bigger with extremely high alcohol 

levels, lacking tannins and acidity due to over-ripeness. 
Luckily these wines aren’t ‘fashionable,’ as they’re nearly 
impossible to pair with food and become boring very fast. 
Wines that have been popular for centuries are more about 
restraint than excess, greater variety (as in Italy) and more 
acidity.

At a tasting, if people say they usually drink a Shiraz, it’s 
usually difficult to convince them that the wines being 
tasted - with higher tannins, more acidity and less fruit - are 
the way to go with food; the “soda pop” wines have their 
niche, but they’re not well suited to compliment foods. Asian 
cuisine, particularly spicy, needs a wine with low alcohol 
and some sweetness to offset the spiciness - for instance 
a German Riesling or an Alsatian Gewürztraminer. A rare 
steak requires a red wine with nice tannins. A tomato based 
dish needs a wine with good acidity to balance the acidity 
of the tomatoes, so a Sangiovese or Pinot Noir is a good 
match.

Pairing wine and food can be a lot of fun and a well 
matched wine can enhance flavours, therefore making the 
entire experience more enjoyable and memorable.

Just touching on the subject of food and wine pairing, there 
are many books for further reading that get into the ‘rules,’ 
but it ultimately depends on taste and if you enjoy your 
pairing, even if it doesn’t conform to standards.
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107 min.  «««

Henry DeTamble was five when his life took a dramatic 
turn, and he’s been miserable ever since. The tragic loss 
suffered during that critical moment has been difficult 
enough to endure, but his sporadic bouts with the unique 
condition that prevented his untimely demise that day, have 
only compounded his distress. Henry is a time traveller.
 
With little warning, he fades from the present, and finds 
himself in another time and place, although these places 
are usually relevantly significant to his life. He has no 
control over these movements, and only his body makes 
the transition. Consequently, with every leap in time, he 
arrives at his destination completely naked, forced to find 
clothing, shelter, and food, until he returns to his temporal 
point of origin.
 
Things become more complicated when he meets Clare 
Abshire. It turns out his forays in time lead him to her 
childhood, which for Clare is the beginning of a long 
association with Henry. As a result, the first time he meets 
her in his real chronology, Clare has already known him for 
most of her life.
 
This playful take on the perennial romantic question, 
“do you remember the first time we met?” provides a fair 
portion of the charm in the movie. Adapted from a best-
selling novel by Audrey Niffenegger, the film features Eric 
Bana as Henry and Rachel McAdams as Clare.

 
The film’s effectiveness, however, is dependent upon 
willingness to accept the story is one of fantasy, not 
science fiction, although there seems to be a frequent 
tendency to apply the latter label in some of its promotion 
and discussion. Essentially, Henry isn’t a time traveller, he’s 
a “time and space” traveller, and if trying to reconcile the 
specifics of his situation with any other notion of time travel 
misses the point. 
 
Likewise, accept the “bad gene” explanation, and move on. 
If he had control over his temporal hiccups, he’d be a good 
candidate for an X-Men picture, but that’s not where this 
story’s going. It’s a romantic fantasy, best enjoyed by sitting 
back and playing by its rules.
 
The chemistry between the two leads and the stage 
presence from each, especially McAdams, pull the 
audience into the story, effectively anchoring interest start 
to finish. In addition, competent supporting performances, 
especially Arliss Howard as Henry’s father, and a scene-
stealing turn by Brooklynn Proulx as the young Clare, as 
well as an abundance of attractive visual elements, sets 
and locations, round out the assets of a fairly solid motion 
picture.
 
The emotional highs don’t stretch as far as they should and 
there’s a depth or resonance that seems to be missing; as 
though there’s an overriding fear of getting anywhere near 
the edge of melodrama. Consequently, the territory feels 

a little too comfy. The Time Traveler’s Wife could be more 
daring by adding a few extra touches of insight and a bit 
more tension or suspense would have made this a great 
motion picture. But, there’s nothing wrong with a couple of 
hours of pretty good entertainment.

If anybody deserves 
to die of AIDS, it is the 
propagandists insisting 
that HIV isn’t the cause of 
AIDS. And, I might add, the 
journalists who help spread 
the lie.

One byline that’s popped 
up regularly over the years 
is renowned American 
activist and journalist Celia 
Farber who sympathetically 
covered AIDS denialism in 

her column Words From The Front in Spin magazine from 
1987-1995. She’s also written about UC Berkeley virologist 
Dr. Peter Duesberg who believes the majority of AIDS cases 
in the West can be attributed to drug toxicity.

Farber drudged up the same old in a 2006 feature for 
Harper’s magazine, “Out of Control: AIDS and the Corruption 
of Medical Science,” prompting author and ACT-UP founder 
Larry Kramer to write to the editor, “putting aside the question 
of how Celia Farber’s lengthy article got into an estimable 
magazine like Harper’s, the fact that it did requires a 
convincing response. Even I can recognize holes in Farber’s 
arguments, and can see how nimbly she skates over certain 
issues.”

Last week I picked up the current summer issue of glossy 
Montreal-based national Maisonneuve magazine, whose 

cover story by journalist Bruce Livesy is headlined inside, 
“The X Factor: AIDS researchers have struggled to find a 
cure for the disease for thirty years. But what if they have it 
all wrong?”

The feature focuses on a Toronto bookstore owner (!) and 
AIDS ‘expert’ John Scythes who contends people with AIDS 
are really dying of latent syphilis. The story makes HIV-
denialist Dr. Peter Duesberg out to be some kind of tragic 
hero; blaming big pharma for insisting HIV is the cause of 
AIDS.

I was so incensed I fired off an email to folks like Larry 
Kramer, Dr. Mark Wainberg (past-president of the 
International AIDS Society whose McGill lab discovered the 
antiviral capabilities of the anti-AIDS drug 3TC), Dr. Julio 
Montaner of the B.C. Centre for Excellence in HIV/AIDS (and 
current President of the International AIDS Society), and 
veteran activist Michael Hendricks, who’s done more for gay 
civil rights in Canada than any judge or politician.

Hendricks was pretty pissed too. In his letter to 
Maisonneuve, which Michael also sent me, he wrote, “As a 
gay senior, a gay rights activist and a veteran of the sexual 
revolution and the ensuing HIV/AIDS epidemic in Montreal, 
I was flabbergasted as I read The X Factor.  Somehow I’d 
thought that our community had gotten over the dogmas of 
HIV-denial and moved on.  But it seems I was wrong.”

“While I understand where Mr. Scythes is coming from (I’ve 
known a number of people like him over the years), I was 

unable to grasp what the journalist, Bruce Livesey, was doing 
when he wrote this article,” Michael continues. “A feature on 
some old guy who’s invested years in the search for the Holy 
Grail – that I can understand. But did Mr. Livesey do any fact 
checking?  If he’d read up a bit, how could he explain the 
remarkable effectiveness of the class of HIV treatment drugs 
called entry or receptor inhibitors which target specific sites 
in the HIV reproductive cycle and, in combination with other 
medication, actually arrest the advance of the infection and 
the progress towards developing AIDS?  If syphilis were the 
unknown cause of AIDS, this would not happen.”

“By publishing these fantasies, you are doing harm to our 
community.  Seeing this stuff in [Maisonneuve] plays into 
a kind of denial for some segments of the homosexual 
community that wish to believe in magical thinking. By giving 
space to the Mr. Scythes of the world, you are encouraging 
people who are already in denial about HIV and AIDS to 
keep dreaming.”

Then Michael goes in for the kill: “Now, would you please 
be ethical enough as a journalist to ask someone who 
really knows the stuff and is not an ‘armchair HIV theorist,’ 
someone like Dr. Julio Montaner, Director of the B.C. Centre 
for Excellence, to respond to Mr. Scythes’ opinions?  One 
would hope that your code of ethics would oblige you to try to 
restore some balance to your magazine’s coverage.”

As for myself, I’ll never buy Maisonneuve magazine ever 
again.

$3 Bill Mark it With an x 
 
By riChard Burnett

film the tiMe traveler’s WiFe 
STARRiNg RAChEl mCADAmS AND ERiC BANA
By tim ConWay
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fRiDAy, Aug 21         
Club one: Bic and the Ballpoints
Distortion: DJ Benji, Music Non Stop
greensleeves:  Happy Hour w/Damian 

Follett, (10:30PM) The Tequila 
Rockingbirds

loft 709: For Her Pleasure Fridays w/
DJ Mayehem

o’Reilly’s: The Bishops
Shamrock City:  (8PM) Barry Kenny & 

Glen Harvey from Celtic Connection 
(11PM) Middle Tickle

Spin: Funktastic Friday with DJs Leo 
van Ulden & Kid Cue

Stanley’s: (10PM) Karaoke
The Dock: The Insiders
The Ship: Rock Can Roll w/the Black 

Bags, Local Tough and Colonel 
Craze and the Hunch

The levee: AE Bridger
Turkey Joe’s: Filthy Fridays w/ DJ Lex
Whalen’s: Rock and Irish Music
yuk yuks: Marcus Beaubier

SATURDAy, Aug 22        
Club one: Bic and the Ballpoints
Distortion: Amy G. Dala
greensleeves: Caught in the Act
liquid: DJ’s Mikey B, Steve Murray, 

Electro
loft 709: Dance League Saturday w/

Paddy Greene
lottie’s Place: Jeff Lewis
o’Reilly’s: (10pm) Fergus O’Byrne; 

(11:30PM) The Bishops
The Dock: The Insiders
Shamrock City: (8PM) Bob Taylor and 

Carl Peters;(11PM) Middle Tickle
Spin: Seamless Saturday w/DJ Mike 

the Tailor and Steve Murray
Stanley’s: (10PM) Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: Sexual Saturdays w/DJ 

Jaycee
yuk yuks: Bill Macintosh

SUNDAy, Aug 23       
Fat Cat: Open Mic w/Shawn Beresford
greensleeves: Live Irish Entertainment 

2PM-6PM, Dave White
grumpy Stump: Karaoke
o’Reilly’s: (7:30PM) Traditional Open 

Session with Alan Byrne
Shamrock City: (5:30PM) Chris 

Henessey (9:30pm) Arthur O’Brien 
and Johnny Graham

Turkey Joe’s: Retro Sunday (Ladies 
Night) with DJ Lex

moNDAy, Aug 24       
greensleeves: Damian Follett
grumpy Stump: Open Mic
loft 709: Martini Mondays w/DJ 

Diamond
o’Reilly’s:  (9PM) Larry Foley & Patrick 

Moran
Shamrock City: (10PM) Anthony 

MacDonald & Ronnie Power

Turkey Joe’s: Manic Mondays: Happy 
Hour All Night

TUESDAy, Aug 25       
Auntie Crae’s: (Noon, free) Auntie 

Crae’s Band
Bella vista: (8:30PM, $5) Sizzlin Salsa 

Tuesdays
The fat Cat: Andrew LeDrew
greensleeves: Damian Follett and Gary 

Gambin
grumpy Stump: Karaoke
loft 709:  Hip Hop Tuesday w/Paddy 

Greene & Shawn Goldz
o’Reilly’s: (10PM) Open Mic (12AM) 

Rob Cook and Larry Foley
Shamrock City: (10PM) Connemara
Turkey Joe’s: (10PM) Two for Tuesdays 

w/Carl Peters & Dave White

WEDNESDAy, Aug 26       
Erin’s Pub: Anthony McDonald
The fat Cat:  Chris Kirby
George Street Beer Market: Tarahan
greensleeves:  Kronik
grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Junctions: Wild Wednesdays w/Dr 

Drake, DJ Fox
loft 709:  Retro Wednesday with DJ 

Sina
o’Reilly’s: (7PM) Matt Byrne;(10:30PM) 

The Bishops
The Rock House: (8:30PM, $5) Salsa 

On the Rock weekly salsa dancing
Shamrock City: (10PM) Arthur O’Brien 

& Freddy Jorgenson
The Ship inn: (9PM, $5) Folk Night w/

Andrew Ledrew
Stanley’s: Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: Wacky Wednesdays w/

Dave White

ThURSDAy, Aug 27      
The Dock: Terry Mack
The fat Cat: Craig Young
liquid: Open Decks
Shamrock City: (7PM) Matthew Byrne, 

(10:30PM) Middle Tickle
Turkey Joe’s: Tropical Thrus w/DJ 

Chamba
Whiskey: Open Mic with Stephen 

Green
yuk yuks: Brett Martin & Peter Anthony

fRiDAy, Aug 28       
The fat Cat: The Tequila Rockingbirds
greensleeves: Happy Hour with Damian 

Follett
loft 709: DJ Mayehem
Shamrock City: (8PM) Barry Kenny & 

Glen Harvey;(11PM) Sons of Erin
Stanley’s: (10PM) Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: Filthy Fridays with DJ Lex
Whalen’s: Rock and Irish Music
yuk yuks: Brett Martin & Peter Anthony

SATURDAy, Aug 29       
Distortion: Steve Abbott
The fat Cat: The Tequila Rockingbirds
greensleeves:  Nodda Clue
lottie’s Place: Jeff Lewis
loft 709: Dance League Saturday w/

DJ Paddy Greene
Shamrock City: (8PM) Bob Taylor & 

Carl Peters; (11PM) Sons of Erin
Spin:  Seamless Saturday with DJ Mike 

the Tailor
Stanley’s: (10PM) Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: Sexual Saturdays w/DJ 

Lex
Whalen’s: Rock and Irish Music
yuk yuks: Brett Martin & Peter Anthony

SUNDAy, Aug 30      
greensleeves: Damian Follett
grumpy Stump:  Karaoke
o’Reilly’s: (7:30PM) Traditional Open 

Session with Alan Byrne
Shamrock City: (9PM) Arthur O’Brien & 

Con O’Brien
The Ship: Erin Costelo
Turkey Joe’s: Retro Sunday (Ladies 

Night) with DJ Lex

moNDAy, Aug 31       
grumpy Stump: Open Mic
o’Reilly’s: Larry Foley & Patrick Moran 

Open Mic
Shamrock City: (10PM) Anthony 

MacDonald & Ronnie Power
Turkey Joe’s: Manic Mondays - Happy 

Hour All Night

TUESDAy, Sept 1       
Auntie Crae’s: (Noon, free) Auntie 

Crae’s Band
Bella vista: (8:30PM, $5) Sizzlin Salsa 

Tuesdays
grumpy Stump:  Karaoke
Shamrock City:  (10PM) Connemara
Turkey Joe’s: Two for Tuesdays - “2 for 

1” w/Carl Peters & Dave White

WEDNESDAy, Sept 2       
greensleeves: Kronik
grumpy Stump: Karaoke
Junctions: Wild Wednesdays w/Dr 

Drake, DJ Fox

The Rock house: (8:30PM, $5) Salsa 
On the Rock weekly salsa dancing

Shamrock City: (10PM) Arthur, Fred 
and Chris from The Navigators

The Ship: Folk Night w/Dave Penny
Stanley’s: Karaoke
Turkey Joe’s: (10PM) Wacky 

Wednesdays w/ Dave White

ThURSDAy, Sept 3      
Distortion: Metal Massacre
liquid: Open Decks
Turkey Joe’s: Tropical Thursdays w/ DJ 

Chamba
Whiskey: Open Mic with Stephen 

Green
yuk yuks: Marcus Beaubier

Theatre, Concert, &        
Performance listings
24 hour Art marathon

Aug. 14 week-lead-up, then Aug. 
22nd (12pm) until 12pm of Aug. 
23rd! http://24hourartmarathon.
wordpress.com

Erin Costelo 
Aug 30 Fire and Fuss album tour, 
The Ship Inn

The garden Party
Mary Walsh & Rick Boland, 
Commissariat House(July 10-Aug 
30;Wed @ 7PM;Thurs - Sun @ 
4PM). Info.743-6265/cornerboys@
gmail.com. Tic. at Auntie Crae’s or 
on site.

mutiny 
Jul. 8-Aug. 30- Quidi Vidi Battery. 
Wed at 4PM; Thurs. at 7PM; Fri-Sun 
at 2PM. Loc: Quidi Vidi Battery(at 
the end of Cuckhold’s Cove Road). 
Info. 743-6265 / cornerboys@gmail.
com. Tic at Auntie Crae’s or on site.

lunchtime Concert Series (July 
3-Aug.28;12:30PM) Loc: 
Harbourside Park. Aug 28-Jim 
Payne & Fergus O’Byrne

John Prine, Aug 29 (Holy Heart 
Theatre, box office tickets)

Shakepspeare By The Sea Presents: 
The Tempest (until Aug, Logy Bay 
Ocean Sciences Centre cliffs)

Shakespeare By The Sea Presents: 
Tunes n’ Tales (July 6 to Aug, 
Mondays at 8:30PM), War Memorial, 
Classic tales of Pigeon Inlets 

Signal hill Tattoo 
Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday, 
Sundays, 11AM & 3PM. Historical 
reenactment with musket & cannon 
fire, Signal Hilll

St. John’s haunted hike 
Sunday and Thursdays, 9:30PM, $5. 
Anglican Cathedral Steps

Spirit of Newfoundland
Stucco in the 80’s/Dinner Theatre. 
Aug. 28,29;7PM;$57.50 plus HST 
Info.579-3023

Sunday Night Comedy 
Sundays, The Levee, no cover. 
Hosted by George Price

Weaving the Wind 
Every Thurs. in Aug; 1PM; $7 
Basilica Museum.  A Celtic harp 
recital by Ed Kavanagh (726-3660)

yuk yuk’s international Stand Up Comedy: 
Thursdays (8PM, $12),  
Fridays (8PM and 10:30PM, $18), 
Saturdays (8PM and 10:30PM, $18) 
726-9857

What To Do?            
(for Artists)
Anna Templeton Centre (Duckworth) 

contact for info re: adult and youth 
classes, workshops

Clay Cafe (39 Commonwealth Ave, 
Mount Pearl 745-2345): open til 9PM

Devon house Clay Studio - open studio 
times, contact for info

Evening Art Drop-in (The Rooms, 9 
Bonaventure Ave, Register 757-
8000 or jasonsellars@therooms.ca) 
Wednesdays, 6-9PM, $10

five island Art gallery - call for women 
artist submissions or interest for 
a new show, check website for 
info - www.fiveisland.ca, Email: 
fiveislandgallery@nf.aibn.com

gallery listings       
The Craft Council gallery  

(Devon House, Duckworth Street) 
Current Exhibits

James Baird Pouch Cove 
David Bolduc, Sat. Aug 28th, 2-4 pm 
at James Baird>Pouch Cove, 654 
Main Road, Pouch Cove, NL. For 
further information call 743-3654.

leyton gallery Summer Exhibit  
(www.theleytongallery.com) 
Now showing-Iakov Afanassiev, 
Jennifer Barrett, Greg Bennett, Jack 
Botsford, Bonnie Leyton, Jonathan 
O’Dea, Michael Pittman, Toby 
Rabinowitz, James Rosen, Margaret 
Ryall, Mireille Sampson, Anita Singh 
& Louise Sutton. Showing until Aug 29

Transmission & Defence 
The Heritage Shop Art Gallery 
Aug. 23rd – Oct.3rd, 2-4pm 
Images of Signal Hill.

liSTiNgS What’s on!
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Special Events listings   

The Basilica museum Committee 
presents Weaving the Wind: A Celtic 
harp recital by Ed Kavanagh at 
the Basilica Museum, 200 Military 
Road, St. John’s. Every Thursday 
throughout Aug. from 1:00pm - 
2:00pm Admission: $7.00. This is the 
fourth year for the summer concerts, 
featuring one of the world’s oldest 
and most enchanting instruments.

Wallsaway music and Arts festival 
The Rockhouse, Aug. 29, $15.
Celebrating inter-disciplinary arts feat. 
Oh No Forest Fires! from Toronto, 
Mercy, the Sexton, The Subtitles, 
Japan Batteries, The Sellouts, Matt 
Hornell and the Diamond Minds, Les 
Domestics, The Mudflowers, Chris 
Kirby, Ian Foster, The Mountains and 
the Trees, film screening hosted by 
the St. John’s Women’s International 
Film Festival, dance performances 
from Meghan McCabe, The 
Neighbourhood Strays, and Tammy 
MacLeod, comedy from Sherri 
Levesque, a community art project, 
and even more! Visit www.wallsaway.
com 

Beyond the Backyard:  
Fun Beyond Your Fence for Parents 
& Tots (MUN Botanical Garden), 
suitable for pre-schoolers of all 
ages and primary school-age 
children.  Thursday and Friday, 
10:15 – 11:30am (until Sept 4).  
Discover our garden with nature 
exploration, storytelling, and songs; 
an excellent opportunity for parents 
(or care-givers) and children to have 
fun together while learning about 
nature.  A respect for nature and all its 
“critters” will be emphasized. 

Bowring Park Conservatory 
“Conservatively Wild” Saturdays 
10am-3:30pm. 737-8590

Comic Jam  
(Hava Java, last Monday of every 
month, 7PM, free)

Dance Classes 
(Ages 13 & up, min. 2yrs dance 
experience): Guest Teacher: 
Beth Pardy, Week 1: Aug 17-21 
Week 2: Aug 24-28, http://www.
jilldreaddydanceco.com/registration.
asp

Neighbourhood Strays Bellydancing 
Newman Wine Vaults, Wed’s in Aug., 
7:30pm, $10. Info: 739-7870

Pouch Cove open Studios (Aug 29-30, 
from 12-5pm) Local area artists 
and artisans open their homes and 
studios to the public to showcase 
their work.  You will find paintings in 
oil, acrylic and watercolour, as well 
as sculptures, photographs, wood 
crafts and hooked mats. Info. www.
pouchcoveopenstudios.com

St. John’s farmers’ market 
Saturdays, 10AM-2PM  
Lion’s Club Chalet, Mayor Avenue

free internet: love of learning 
Free internet and computer use for 
resilient youth between 15 and 35 
years old, noon to 6pm, weekdays 
in the basement of the Gower Street 
United Church. For more info, visit 
www.fortheloveoflearning.org or call 
Darcy at 722-8848.

for The love of learning 
(weekdays, 12pm-6pm, Free to youth 
15-35): 99 Gower Street. Classes in 
world religion, philosophy, folklore, 
art, theatre, resume-building. Free 
lunch at 1PM (722-4846)

la leche league Breastfeeding Support 
group (7 pm, Aug 10, Sobeys Torbay 
Rd. & Highland Dr. community 
room): The topic of discussion will be 
Nutrition and Weaning. For pregnant 
& nursing moms, babies welcome. 
For more info: Rachel 754 3610 or 
Helen 437 5097

Tea in the Crypt (July 24-Aug 28; 
2:30pm-4:30pm; Mon-Fri; Wed: 
2:00pm-4:30pm $8): The crypt is 
reached by the west door on the 
south (carpark) side of the Cathedral. 
The food is made and served by 
volunteers. Info: 726-5677 or email: 
angcathedral@nf.aibn.com.

mall Walkers’ Club: Avalon mall 
Thursdays, 8:45am. 737-2333)

The Pottle Centre: 
323 Hamilton Avenue, social and 
recreational programs for users of 
mental health services. 753-2143

The Rooms:
Wed. 6pm-9pm Free admission. 
9 Bonaventure Ave. 757-8000)

Seniors Bridging Culture:
Seniors Resource Centre, Thursdays, 
2pm) Tea, guest speakers, and 
conversation (737-2333)

Seniors friendship Club:  
Seniors Resource Centre, Fridays, 
2pm. 737-2333

Shambhala meditation group: 
Billy Rahal Clubhouse, behind 
Elizabeth Towers Wednesdays, 
7:30pm; Sundays, 9:30am. Free 
meditation practice (739-0270)

St. John’s City Council meeting: 
City Council Chambers, 4th Floor, 
Mondays, 4:30pm) Public welcome, 
see agenda www.stjohns.ca, posted 
Friday afternoons

Summer Safari: Take a Walk on the 
Wild Side: (MUN Botanical Garden) 
Suitable for primary and elementary 
school-age children (5 – 10 years 
old). Offered Thursday and Friday, 
2:30 – 3:45pm (now until Sept 4). 
Explore Newfoundland natural history 
through nature hikes, exploration, 
activities, games, crafts and 
adventures.  This program is ideal 
for children who love to go hiking, 
explore nature and can focus quietly 
on an activity for a period of time.  

Tango on The Edge
Argentine Tango: Thurs. 8:30-10:30, 
RCA Club, 10 Bennett Ave.  
All welcome.

Walk on Water:
Auntie Crae’s, Saturdays, 10am, 
Free) Get fit, meet new people, and 
learn about downtown.

Wallsaway Arts & music festival 
(Aug 29) Festival with Copasetic 
Productions, with films and live 
performance (www.wallsaway.com)

yoga in The Park 
Bannerman Park, Sundays  
1:30 & 2:45. $10.00

The Arthritis Society family fun Day 
(Goulds Race Track, Aug. 30, 1-5pm) 
Bouncy castle, facepainting and 
more! Info: 579-8190 or  
nbutt@nl.arthritis.ca

guided walks in Bowring Park (Sun.’s, 
10:30am and 2:30pm) – Unveil the 
memories and meaning behind 
the park’s great features, activities, 
historical photos, ringing of the old 
bell, Peter Pan, the Caribou and other 
favorites.  Meet on the Bob Whelan 
Field opposite the swimming pool.  
Until Aug 23rd; group bookings 7 
days a week.  Phone: 364-153
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Photos By KayLa PoWer

He doesn’t stick to traditional boundaries when 
working with conte though, being “all about taking a 
medium and using it not strictly for what its purpose 
is. Sometimes adding water to them. It gives a 
watercolour look.”

Gough said the reoccurring birds in his works have 
only shown up in the last three years inspired by 
a photograph taken while studying at Memorial’s 
campus in Harlow, England. The photograph showed 
the birds silhouetted against the sun, people often 
mistake the birds for crows. He added, “It’s more that 
they’re always moving and not staying in the same 
spot. It represents my time there.”

He started making a stencil of the birds from the 
photo, which has developed into him drawing his 
own images. One piece showcasing these birds 
and capturing attention at the exhibit was called “I 
do not speak your language” featuring a blue sky 

and muddy brown birds carrying black silhouetted 
chandeliers above black images of what strike as 
young looking Lombardy Poplars and an iron rod 
fence and gate. Beneath the gate the paint looks like 
water has run through the earthy looking base at the 
bottom of the piece. 

The birds look slightly blurry, and stamp like. Gough 
created the effect by painting them with acrylic paint, 
then added a bit of water, before finally going around 
the images with pencil. “And then, just before it dried 
I took a rag and dragged it down to make it blurry.”

Gough has a bachelor in Fine Arts from Sir Wilfred 
Grenfell as well as a Bachelors of Education from 
Memorial. He is returning to England this fall to 
complete his masters in Fine Arts at Central Saint 
Martins College of Art and design in London. Please 
Write runs until August 22nd at the Christina Parker 
Gallery.

SNAPS!

kayla 
power

art by 
Montgomery hall

physical 
patrick

come on Mr.DJ won’t 
you turn the music up?

special guest 
tianna J

liquids DJ 
electro
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“gorgeous!”

SNAPS! coors light MaxiM golF tournaMent 2009
 

Bouncy-Bouncy

they can’t all be 
girls in bikinis

“DJ sina”

Wash, rinse and repeat

You’re under 
cardiac 
arrest!

“Baby you can drive my cart”

Bikini schoolgirl caddies?  pure genius!

“i can’t believe we all wore bikinis.  
We really should have called each other”




